
Set up in Rohtak in 2011 as the Government Technical 
Institution Society by the state government, this 
institute was turned into a university in July of this 
year. The campus houses four institutes that provide 
BAs in Fine Arts, Architecture, Design and Film and 
Television. In its four years, this campus has seen three 
student strikes. The first was in 2012. The latest one 
started on the 3rd of November 2014. While students 
from other institutes also supported the strike and 
many joined the dharna, design and especially film 
students were the main actors. The film institute was 
shut down for the duration of the strike. On the 10th 
of November, the students managed 
a complete lock-out of the entire 
campus. The strike ended on the 24th 
of November with an unsatisfactory 
result. But as the history of the campus 
shows, the end of the strike does not 
mean the end of the struggle.

The Problems

Fees and Student Loans
The institute’s first prospectus quoted 
a fee of Rs. 50,000 for the general 
category and Rs. 30,000 for the SC and 
BC categories. However, additional 
costs were added to the final fee at the 
time of admissions. Women students 
were to get a 50% concession and the 
SC students were promised a full refund of the tuition 
fee and certain other funds in the form of stipends.
The next year, the institute increased the fee for Film/
TV and Architecture for the new batches without any 
explanation. The fee was raised to Rs. 55,000 for the 
SC students and Rs. 77,000 for the Gen/BC category; 
the BC category was to be given no concession. They 
also reduced the tuition component of the total fee. 
This meant that the dalits were to get only Rs. 25,000 
back as a refund (previously Rs. 30,000). Above this, 
there is the Rs. 2,000 student fund, Rs. 2,000 computer 
fee, Rs. 10,000 shooting fee, Rs. 5,000 field trip fund, 
Rs. 2,000 library fund (this breakup is for the Film 
students only).
The institute had promised to make easy loans 
available to the students. It did not. As a result, 113 
students, now in their 4th year, have not paid the 
fees since their 1st year. A few students told us that 
the first strike took place when the administration 
tried to expel such students. Many found it extremely 
difficult to get loans from elsewhere. The banks look 
at their courses – acting, film direction, fine arts, etc. 
– with bemusement and suspicion, since these do 
not guarantee a lucrative career. This makes it a risky 
loan. It is easier for students of institutions like NID 
or FTII because these are better known and have a 
work placement system. But even those with loans 
have suffered from the administration’s incompe-
tence – the mark sheets they have to submit to their 
banks each year have no official university seal, and it 
is hard to get them accepted.
An acting student: “NSD used to pay 6,000 to 
students. Now it pays 8,000 because of price rise. But 
here, the fee has increased just like all other prices.”

Infrastructure, Equipment, Cut Backs
The students report that the institute was opened 
prematurely. All four institutes started when only one 
building was ready. The first two batches complained 
of inadequate space and equipment. Film students 

are still suffering from insufficient resources; the 
cameras they need have not been made available. The 
film institute’s building remains unfinished. Students 
had to send 5 applications to get the water coolers 
working. The recent strike has made the administra-
tion pick up its pace.
It appears that the administration is concerned about 
the large electricity bill. The students explain that the 
planning is “so stupid” that they have not provided 
any fans, just one central AC system, which cools a 
whole floor. A design student reports that in order 
to save on the bill, the administration suggested that 

all three batches be taught on the same floor. The 
problem is that each batch, and each specialization 
within that batch, has its studio and equipment on its 
own respective floor.
Hostels too were promised in 2011. Currently some 
female students stay in guest faculty accommoda-
tions, in very crowded rooms. Male students still lack 
hostels. Many live in rented rooms – up to Rs. 4,000/
month plus Rs. 5-6,000 for food and transport.
The students feel that too much was spent on the 
building, and now compromises are being made 
on equipment and faculty recruitments. The field 
modules that involve trips to film festivals for the 2nd 
years and production house trips for the 3rd years 
have also suffered. They reduced the 2nd year trip to 
5 days and cancelled the 3rd year trip. Students have 
already paid Rs. 5,000 for these trips as part of the 
annual fee.

Staff
One of the teachers informed us that not one teacher 
has been made regular. Till 2 months ago, teaching 
posts were not being filled. Even the Registrar is on 
Special Duty, i.e. even he is not here for good. The 
teacher held this to be the reason behind the lack of 
planning in the institute – “If everyone is just passing 
through then who is going to draw the regulations 
and statutes?” The teacher also implied that too much 
was spent on the building, and not on the teachers 
and karamcharis necessary to provide good training. 
There aren’t even enough cleaners to maintain the 
institute’s large buildings.
The students raised the issue of the new faculty recruit-
ments. They see a marked difference in “quality” 
between the first batch of teachers and the new ones, 
who they say were recruited in a “very non-transpar-
ent manner”. They argue that the committees who 
selected the new teachers were different from the 
ones involved in the earlier recruitment process – 
they want to know the criteria. The existing teachers 

had as little say in the recruitments as the students 
did.

Administration’s Lack of Understanding of the 
Fields
The students and faculty are bothered most by the 
fact that the current administration does not really 
understand the needs of the fields of film, design, 
or the fine arts. The Haryana bureaucracy is used to 
running conventional technical institutes, fit for engi-
neering and medicine, but ill-equipped for artistic 
fields. Students from all fields complained about the 

time restrictions on the use of the 
equipment and campus. “In engineer-
ing you have formulas, you can have a 
syllabus. But an artist is supposed to 
be boundless”. Also, they say, you can’t 
shoot a night scene during the day. 
Even teachers work with students till 
late in the night, and agree on the need 
for flexible hours.
Several students and teachers said this 
would require workers to stay longer 
on campus. They suggest that more 
karamcharis and teachers, or a shift 
system, could solve the problem of 
the working hours. Other students say 
there is no need for this: Who better to 
look after the campus and equipment 
than those who work on it? The 

teachers, however, were concerned about “misuse” by 
students.
A student added that part of the reason behind time 
restrictions is the administration’s worry about girls 
working late with boys. “But they don’t see the girl’s 
choice. She knows she will have to work with men. 
She has decided for herself. You can’t decide for her. 
Haryana is very conservative. We have come out of 
such thinking. As students, the way we work together 
is starting to break it. But the admin is not able to 
come out of it.”
Sometimes, classes get cancelled because the admin-
istration has not sanctioned the money in time to 
pay for the raw materials, resources, or expert guest 
lecturers to come and teach them. The financing 
comes module by module. Even though the teachers 
send the list of materials and resource persons/guest 
lecturers 2-3 months in advance, the administration 
causes delays and classes don’t happen.

Lack of Power to Make Decisions
The students and teachers think that the lack of 
planning is responsible for this mess. Some teachers 
have resigned in protest due to the administration’s 
stubbornness. Hence they are demanding the power 
to make their own decisions. The students want a 
say in both academic and financial decisions. They 
are unclear as to the form – for some it seems a dean 
or HOD with field expertise and the power to make 
decisions would be enough, while others want more 
direct control. The teacher we spoke to seemed to 
think that the administration and the faculty need 
to figure it out together. In the wake of the strike, a 
planning committee of sorts has been set up by the 
MHRD of Haryana to create a basic framework for 
the university. For a few days this committee seemed 
to include student representatives too. In its final 
form, however, students stand excluded.
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(contd.)
The Struggle

By one account, the 2012 strike started when the 
administration expelled a student for the non-pay-
ment of fees. Many others had not paid theirs. But 
instead of paying the fees for fear of expulsion, the 
students decided to strike. They asserted that the 
failure to provide equipment, space and student loans 
promised at admission justified the non-payment of 
fees. Another account highlighted the 
administration’s callous response to 
the students’ concern about the lack 
of women’s hostels and the harass-
ment faced by women students on 
their journey home. “Parents hardly 
put their girls in colleges, and when 
these few do manage to come, they 
have so many problems. The admin 
just told us, ‘Do what you want to 
do.’ We went outside and wondered 
what to do, and if others will join. But 
when we started talking to people 
it turned out everyone was feeling 
this frustration. We all had so many 
restrictions placed on us.” That the 
first batch of all four institutions 
had to share one building became a 
positive thing when the strike had to 
be coordinated. It is still an important 
factor since the students are still close 
and interact quite often.
The administration, it seems, responded by recruit-
ing several new teachers in each institute soon after 
the first strike. These new teachers are said to be not 
only completely pro-administration but also very 
poor teachers. One of the senior students suggested 

that the first teachers helped them “think about social 
issues critically… The debates with these teachers 
who had such vast experiences – from NSD to tribal 
areas – raised our level of thinking and confidence.” 
The student framed the issue of quality of teaching in 
terms of the teachers’ ability to “open up the student’s 
mind.” The seniors realized the difference between 
the teachers only when the juniors complained to 
them. These discussions led to another strike, led 
by the new batches but also supported by the older 

batch. As regards the teachers’ response to the recent 
strike, the students pointed out that the new teachers 
were not supportive at all, while some (not all) of the 
older teachers maintained an informal dialogue.
Another result of the first strike – a student initia-
tive – was the emergence of a body of student 

representatives. It consists of two representatives 
from each specialization and each year of each insti-
tution. This body was coordinating the recent strike 
too: some level of participation was ensured from all 
students while only one institute was shut down. 
We inquired about the nature of this representation. 
Certain groups of students, when approached, told us 
to talk to the “leaders” or “representatives”. But other 
students were more than willing to talk directly. We 
noted that the body had several meetings through-

out the day to discuss the demands 
and further action, while the other 
striking students were at the sit-in. At 
first sight it seemed that the decisions 
were being made by the body. But 
it turned out that some non-mem-
ber students also attended the body 
meetings. The students who stayed 
at the sit-in at night ran meetings all 
night long – from where most ideas 
and plans seemed to emerge. These 
were also not only the body members. 
According to another student the 
students of a class discuss the issues 
and the representatives only take 
their collective decisions to the body 
meetings. One of the older students 
who was active in the first strike told 
us – “I was concerned that a leader-
ship structure would begin to emerge 
so I did not stand for the elections of 

the student body representative. We told others to 
stand but of course we were always supporting them. 
Also, people might say ‘The senior students are doing 
it’ or ‘He is the one who always starts these strikes,’ if 
they keep seeing one face in all the strikes.”
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Satish, textile design student, SUPVA, Rohtak
His father is an agricultural labourer who gets a daily 
wage of about Rs. 100-150. During the wedding 
season he works as haluwayi. His mother does 
housework. His brother works as a salesperson in a 
shop. He paid his fees with the help of his brother and 
a better-off neighbour . After his 2nd year, Satish tried 
to get a loan. But failed. He said, “I recently read that 
the Kingfisher boss has a 17,500-crore debt. But when 
we need 70,000 we are bombarded with hundreds of 
questions – what will you do in the future? Is there a 
property? What does your father do? If your father 
does not work or he is a labourer like my father then 
they ask how you will pay. But there is no guarantee.” 
No bank in Panipat (his hometown) was willing to 
give him a loan. In his 2nd year he sent an application 
to the institute for a fee concession. He is in the 4th 
year now but so far he has had no reply. Consequently, 
he hasn’t paid the fee since the 1st year. Apparently, 
the institute can’t do anything about it because they 
had promised to provide loans themselves. But Satish 
also added, “We are not having any classes anyways, 
so how can they ask us to pay?”
When asked if his family is okay with such an 
expensive course, he replied that his family does not 
even know what his course is. He tells them it will 
definitely get him a job. He believes students are 
getting a good training there. Their teachers tell them 
to expect a salary of Rs. 20-25,000 at least. He expects 
to get work in companies like Handfab, Raymond, etc. 
or in the craft sector, Anokhi, etc. His job will entail 
designing the look of the fabric, which the “labour” 
or production section will execute. 
He complained about the administration’s new insis-
tence on the 9 to 5 working hours, and also about the 
week long holiday that they were made to take. “A 
week of holidays is just work down the drain”, he said. 

Like most students we spoke to, he too finds this to 
be a hindrance. He too wants the institute to remain 
open so that he can do his work till late in the night, 
and whenever he wants to. When we asked why he 
wants to work so much, he said: “We have to make 
our career.” We asked if he’d prefer to work less if he 
could still get a job. “Its a mindset – that I can do 
much better. The more we do it, the more we want to 
do it. It’s practical work. It is fun!” He also explained 
that this work cannot be done at home – “We need 
boards and colours. It can get quite messy. We need 
the right kind of space. Plus, you can’t just pack up 
your artwork at 5 o’clock and pick it up later. You need 
a flow to work.”

Akhil, acting student, SUPVA, Rohtak
His mother does housework; his father is a tailor and 
works as a karigar in a shop. He attended a govern-
ment school where the admission fee was Rs. 100, and 
Rs. 200 was the annual fee. He wanted to do a BA but 
did not have enough money for admission. He tried 
the Nekiram College in Rohtak but the admission 
fee was Rs. 2,135. He only had Rs. 1,800, which his 
mother had managed to scrape together somehow. 
So instead of college he joined an ITI, paying Rs. 
150-200. Two years later he graduated and worked in 
“marketing” for 5-6 years. When asked if he managed 
to save money, he said, “Hah! Money would just 
come and go.” When he heard that this institute had 
opened he wanted to join. He had some theatre expe-
rience, and was interested in film. “So I thought I’d try 
to make my career in this – go to Bombay”. He had 
heard that reserved categories get a full refund. But 
then it turned out this was only for the SC category, 
not the BC category. He had to take a loan. He says he 
got lucky because the bank manager at the Gramin 
Bank was a nice man who had struggled with poverty 

as well. He helped with all the paperwork and told 
him, “When Birla and Ambani can take loans worth 
a hundred crores then, why should we deny you a 
loan?” We asked him what sort of a job he expects 
to get after graduating. To this, one of his friends, a 
design student said, “They have nothing!” Everyone 
had a good laugh. Another student, a film direction 
student added, “How can you say that? If I get a 
producer I can pay him 25,000 a day. It’s possible of 
course that he might not even earn 10,000 a month.” 
That led to more laughter. Then Akhil said that he can’t 
think of any job right now. He feels that since there 
is no industry in Haryana, he will have to look for 
work outside. He also mentioned that a teacher wrote 
a letter for his loan application saying he will surely 
get a job paying Rs. 30-35,000 a month. Currently he 
is living on rent. He says the debt is piling up every 
second. But he does not really worry about repaying 
the loan because “I will be somewhere else in 2 years.”

Surender, rickshaw-puller, North Campus, DU
He speaks about himself. He came to Delhi at an 
early age from Madhya Pradesh. For about 10 years 
he pulled rickshaws around Delhi University. After 
a point he wanted to get away from that life. One 
cannot live without the family, he said, far away from 
home. Left to oneself, you spend whatever little you 
earn on alcohol and gambling. He spoke of how he 
slept many a night on the street, drunk; many of his 
friends, also rickshaw pullers, did the same. Presum-
ably, other forms of ‘entertainment’ were unafford-
able. Also, they fought a lot among themselves. 
After a point, sick of it all, he decided to go back. 
Back in Madhya Pradesh he got married and now has 
a kid. He’d left about three years ago. He now runs a 
small shop and is generally better off. But life seems 
more boring now. At the moment he is in Delhi for a 



REPORTS

Most of us situated in educational spaces can identify 
with a sense that there are insidious (and sometimes 
not so insidious) changes occurring in it. When 
the change is massive and might really disturb the 
existing system, we are sparked into ‘protesting’. 
These protests are varied in their origin and character, 
but let us broadly say that they are against ‘arbitrary 
impositions’ by the university in which we are con-
stantly looking for ‘offenders’ to blame – in DU’s case, 
some say it is the VC, some say that the VC is a mere 
figurehead, and that it is the ruling party to blame. 
In all this we experience a vague fear, and terms like 
‘privatization’ and ‘deregulation’ get spoken of as 
culprits steadily ruining the ideals hitherto upheld 
by the university. And on the other hand, there are 
some who hail these as welcome changes; perhaps 
they mean more jobs, greater efficiency, and general 
advancement and if that means the ‘old guard’ are let 
down, so be it.
One agrees up to a point. But we notice that even 
when syllabi are downgraded to make it more mar-
ket-oriented, it leads to more time spent in the 
university for the students.  Strange and pointless 
teaching (FYUP foundational courses) that prepares 
one for nothing but warped thinking could hardly 
be called purposeful learning! We see this tendency 
even in school-education. Syllabi has eased over the 
years so as not to stress anxious teenagers, but we 
notice that the amount of time school students spend 
in coaching centers/extra classes has increased quite 
considerably. And yes, it is indeed ironic that what 

is touted as ‘advancement’ in education would lead 
to a simplification of the syllabi. Factors extraneous 
to research/skill-development like dress and diction 
are given emphasis, ostensibly to equip the student 
for the job-market. All this leaves the student with 
hardly any time for either reflection or leisure. In fact, 
though it sounds extreme, it seems that one of the 
important lessons of our education is actually inter-
nalizing the one universal law: your time is not your 
own, learn to give it up!
When we use the term ‘imposition’, we mean that the 
students become reluctant victims of a sudden and 
unexpected change, which we put down to a change 
in ‘education policy’. ‘Unvisionary’ governments and 
tyrannical figureheads are blamed for wrecking the 
‘critical potential’ of our privileged education system, 
destroying this repository of ‘pure’ and gainful 
knowledge and skill that till now we had simply dipped 
our beaks into. But perhaps there is a hidden impulse 
lurking behind these changes? Increasingly, as the 
jobs that come our way involve doing simple tasks 
with the help of technology (computers, machines), 
then does it not make sense for the economy that 
the knowledge one gains is also simplified? After all, 
who needs deeper engagements with complex ideas 
and thought processes when it does not feed into the 
work-tasks we are going to perform later? And in 
turn, what does that lead to?? Wage repression and 
labour substitutability! After all, one can be paid far 
less if the task one performs isn’t too complicated and 
the market is flooded with others who can be forced 

to do the same for even less! 
So could it be that our education is already (yes, even 
before the dreaded privatization) being shaped and 
formed by market forces which affects all social and 
personal spheres? 
Looking at the student struggles in the various 
reports collected in this issue, can one really believe 
that the university is an exception to capital as it 
functions now? Since ‘struggle’ is the key word here, 
is student-hood not better aligned with the idea of 
workers, rather than consumers? In saying this we 
are extending the definition of the worker beyond 
wage-labour that entails back-breaking physical 
exertion. We are looking at the sphere of unwaged 
labour where work is extracted without fulfilling the 
students’ interests. The absence of the wage makes us 
believe that it is not work, but rather one’s personal 
decision to go to school, college, etc. But the present 
production process is too complicated for this easy 
binary and it is important for new forms of work to be 
examined and emphasized within it – even something 
seemingly far-removed like student-hood.  
All this tells us that the university cannot automat-
ically be considered a privileged space of critical 
thought; now the question that naturally arises is: 
What do we do to nudge student-hood towards 
greater self-determination (entailing the right to 
more intellectually enriching syllabi; more time to 
think, more free time, etc.)?

(continued on page four)
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getaway and to earn some extra money. He is here for 
a month and has rented a rickshaw. He earns money 
pulling the rickshaw and also uses it to visit friends. 
One of his friends from his years here, from Nepal, 
was an incorrigible gambler. Surender tried to talk 
him out of it often. This Nepali friend pulled rickshaws 
for ten years and managed to save nothing. Now, 
however he seems to have pulled himself together. He 
does not gamble, but being generally uneconomical, 
still saves nothing.
Another friend from Bihar used to get into loads of 
fights after drinking. He no longer pulls rickshaws. 
He now begs in front of the GTB metro station for a 
living.
Surender speaks of a family that he is on friendly 
terms with. They live around the Malka Ganj area. 
The father is a drunk who hangs around the theka 
there. The mother is a vegetable vendor. Of the four 
sons, one died of alcohol poisoning. One of the other 
three, or all of them (it was unclear) pull rickshaws. 
The oldest got married and separated at one point, 
but life became so difficult that he was practically 
living on the road. Surender narrates an incident: The 
youngest brother chanced upon a lone woman on the 
GTB metro station. She told him that she had been 
brought to Delhi by somebody for sex-work, but she 
managed to escape. The boy took her home. They had 
sex that night. The next morning the boy wanted her 
to go away. But the older brother (not the married 
one) asked him if he “could have her”. The girl started 
staying with the older brother. At one point their 
mother intervened and asked the older brother to 
marry the girl. They never had a wedding but the girl 
lives with the older brother and they also have two 
kids together.

Vinod Kumar, sweeper, Noida
I am part of the housekeeping staff of Havells Elec-
tronics, a company based in Noida, which if I’m not 
mistaken, produces switchboards. I sweep and swab 

the place everyday – the whole place is around 1000 
gaj (roughly 9000 square feet) and there are only four 
of us - so that amounts to almost 7 hours of work every 
day. It is regular, elementary work and I find it com-
fortable because I am illiterate and feel insecure about 
anything involving the written word. For instance, I 
was to go to this house to spring clean and was asked 
to take the metro to get there. I felt very nervous as 
I couldn’t read any signs and the metro’s automated 
voices announcing stations seemed like noise. For 
several hours I felt stranded in the midst of crowds 
and hoardings and announcements. I always feel on 
the back-foot because of my inability to read and 
write. So, anyhow, I am forced to do manual work, 
also because the regularized work calms my anxiety 
about being anpad (illiterate). 
Sometimes, though, they cleverly extract extra 
work while fitting it into the mandatory 7 hours. 
For example, this one time the drain was severely 
clogged and there was sewer water everywhere. I 
had to get down there and take out all the debris, in 
large handfuls but also by painstakingly prodding 
sticks and strings to gradually ease the rubbish out. 
That day they told us that we didn’t need to do the 
mandatory sweeping and swabbing, but I smelt of the 
drain the whole day. 
Still, I am not going to merely complain; I get 42 days 
off work, so I can go to my village and attend all the 
births and deaths among close-ones. One day extra 
and they cut my salary; no excuses allowed. I am 
paid 7,500 rupees (never any perks; not any time of 
the year) and my family (wife and two sons) pool in 
all their salaries to make ends meet. 4000 rupees for 
provisions, 2000 for milk, 5000 for rent, and 2000 for 
the gas – 15,000 in all. Very often we fall short, but 
on a good month we manage to save around 5,000 
rupees. What irks me most is the price of gas. My wife 
works as a maid for affluent people and from what 
she tells me, they all get government subsidies for gas 
– discounts for the rich! We have papers in place – a 

PAN card and an Aadhar card, but our landlord per-
versely refuses to give us a rent-agreement [slip] as 
address proof. 
I am glad that I have ensured that my sons a get a good 
education. They can read and write well and often 
explain things to me. One of them works in a call 
centre and the other is a peon in a private company. 
But gone are the days where education is enough 
to make somebody prosperous. Even their life is a 
constant struggle. They are keen to get Government 
jobs – they have filled Railway and Bank forms many 
times ‘lekin unka number hi nahi aata!’ (‘They never 
seem to get an interview call!’). They have been trying 
for years. One of my sons has a handicap in one leg. 
He can’t walk without the aid of a crutch and cycling 
is out of the question. He used to work in Wintex, 
a company that produces tissue papers which was 
around 5 kilometres from home. The company used 
to send an office vehicle and everything was quite 
convenient. But they abruptly stopped this facility 
saying that it was not cost-effective. He was forced to 
quit and now I take him by cycle to the call centre 
before arduously making my way to my workplace. 
So yes, it is very difficult even for the likes of them.
It’s like a relay-race from generation to generation. 
The more prosperous one generation is, the more the 
advantage for the next. I see the people I work for 
engaged in fancy recreational activities – eating out, 
fancy sports and movie-going but we can’t even afford 
to go to the cinema. But we wouldn’t like to either. 
Each person has their own fates to contend with, and 
we are happy huddled in front of the TV, watching 
serials. It is the one indulgence we have become used 
to. Actually we had no option since our elder son and 
his family had threatened to live independently if we 
didn’t get one! But we are used to it now; my wife and 
son are addicted to various soap operas and they even 
plan all their activities around them.



International student struggles
Unlike the account of the Rohtak students’ struggle which we recorded during 
their strike, these reports of student (school and university) struggles are sec-
ond-hand accounts accessed through various internet sites.  We have compiled 
this in order to a) document struggles for control over university space and b) 
look at the nature of their demands.

Brazil, August The move towards privatization of education in The University 
of São Paulo lead to widespread protests. There was an attempt at arbitrary firing 
of the teaching staff (the rector threatened to fire around 3,000 teachers) and the 
down-scaling of their salaries. 

Mexico, September The movement began in National Polytechnic institute due 
to the sudden and unqualified down-grading of the curriculum and gradually 
gathered support from various other schools that felt the issues to be of common 
concern. Students went on strike but also occupied schools and held meetings 
and assemblies there. A symbolic manoeuvre to make the space their own. The 
movement was based on a number of practical demands – removal of the new 
curriculum; removal of ‘internal rules’; a democratically elected representative 
from the student body. But once these demands were met, they did not know how 
to proceed with the struggle. They refused the rationale behind the restructuring/
downgrading of the syllabus – more efficiency in the formation of a labour force. 
So we can see that there is a link made between the dilution of the quality of 
education and the demands of capital. But the meeting of the demands weakened 
the movement and succeeding movements were considerably lower in strength. 
Students did not know how to connect their struggle with other working-class 
struggles. 

Italy, October Around 80,000 high school students struggled against proposed 
educational reforms (entry of the private sector in public education) in various 
spaces around Italy. A pamphlet they released informs us that they are refusing 
the reforms being imposed on them since these only treat the students as “appren-
tices – workers that are not paid”. Instead of being taught (in various ways) the 
‘logic of business’, the students want education that actually teaches them. Some 
slogans were: “Education is good only as long as it teaches”, “The school should 
promote cooperation, not competition”. The students also recognized the impact 
of these reforms on the other workers in the school; their pamphlet says: “This 
reform goes against the interests of our students, against the interests of teachers, 
against the interests of families...” Like the students of Spain, these students are 
also against the conversion of university space into a space for the privileged few. 
In some cities, demands included free public housing and support to the right to 
a house for everybody. Reasons for student mobilization were said to be to save 
their right to study for free and to be able to study without the threat of insecurity. 

Greece, November Started in Athens School of Law due to ‘underfunding’. Like in 
Mexico, they attempted to occupy the schools but only to find that the riot police 
had already occupied it, effecting a strange ‘lock out’ of protesting students. 

Burma, November Protest against a new education law; largest student protests 
since 2007. Student representatives of the whole country meet and decide to boy-
cott the law. Next day students march to Rangoon Town Hall; sit-down protest in 
park opposite. Day after, they gather in front of Rangoon University; officials don’t 
let them enter. Initially students ask to sit in campus for a short while but gates 
remain locked with chains and students climb over to enter the campus. Inside 
students pay tributes to student martyrs and hold vigil. Later students march to a 
different area; non-university workers (“general public”) join them. Protest con-
tinues; students ask pro-democratic forces to join in.

United States, December Around 400 students in Santa Cruz, California walk 
out of class to protest against fee hikes. This protest follows a six-day takeover of 
the Humanities building.

Macedonia, November A few thousand students protest against educational 
reforms proposed by the government: reforms propose state-controlled tests at 
the end of the 2nd and 4th year. These tests determine whether one continues to 
study in the university (2nd year) or graduate (end of the 4th year). Tests were 
said to include questions from all subjects studied in the past two years. Stu-
dents marched from the university (organized by Students’ Plenum; a students’ 
organization) through Macedonia, back to the university where they chanted for 
students to “come down” from their dorms. A symbolic funeral for the student 
parliament was held. Students marched to ministry of education; slogans were 
“No more silence” and “No for external testing”.  They also demanded resignation 
of Education minister. Government responded by remaining deaf to demands; 
attempted to destabilize the movement by threatening students living in dorms 
with loss of accommodation, and generally through blackmail. In early Decem-
ber, tens of thousands of students, along with university teachers and other citi-
zens of Macedonia, protested against the same reforms again.  Slogans were “Uni-
versity is the voice of freedom!”, “No justice, no peace!”, “Can you hear us now?” 
and “Autonomy!” Banners read: “We are students, not clients.”  Some high school 
students were locked in their schools to prevent them from joining the protest.
Spain, October University students struggle in the form of a three day nation-
wide strike against a new education law to increase fees (which have increased by 
50% over the past three years, because of which there are 45,000 fewer students 
now) and reduce scholarships. Demands are raised for resignation of Minister for 
Education, Culture and Sports.
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(continued from page three)
From the reports collected, we observe that the student movements generally 
follow two distinct impulses; the first is reactive insofar as it seems to be respond-
ing to particular incidents like fee-hikes, budget cuts, etc. While this is important, 
there is also an urgent need to conceive of a political movement when it is osten-
sibly peacetime. In other words, movements cannot only be ‘reactive’; an incident 
does not have to provoke us into acting against the very institution which is 
moulding us.
The second category of movements are self-determining ones which try and wrest 
control of university spaces, which is the basis of the ‘occupy’ movements reported 
(see student movement in Mexico and Macedonia). Other such movements 

involve a rejection of work when things are not in accordance with students’ 
interests (see long report on Rohtak university). The demands put forward are not 
only a reaction to a crisis, but recognize that the relative autonomy of the univer-
sity space is something to be fought for and constantly expanded. If this reappro-
priation of the university through collective action can become the overarching 
form of struggle in the student’s mind, we might become aware of the ‘imposition’ 
we have spoken of as an everyday occurrence in the student’s life. Events (like the 
FYUP, fee hikes, downsizing of teaching staff etc.) won’t seem arbitrary any more, 
but a logical, selective, revealing of a process that was always already there. Then 
perhaps we won’t be merely shocked into knee-jerk action doomed to exhaustion.

– Chaalis Chor


